Popular Chat Speak on NetLingo

Through the years of internet, it has developed a vocabulary of its own - known as internet lingo, chat speak or internet slang. This chat acronyms were already seen since the early use of BBS or Bulletin Board System. If you are not familiar with these acronyms you might feel a bit left out. So here’s a quick list of the most used/popular "net lingo."

- addy – “Address”
- pic – “Pictures”
- sig – “signature”
- asl – “Age, Sex and Location”
- afk – “away from the keyboard”
- asap – “as soon as possible”
- atm – “at the moment”
- brb – “be right back”
- btw – “by the way”
- ffs – “friends for sale” “for f**k sake”
- ftf – “for the lose”
- ftw – “for the win”
- fyi – “for your information”
- gtg – “good to go”
- jic – “just in case”
- kk – “ok”
- rofl – “rolling on the floor laughing”
- wtf – “what the f**k”

Those are just few of the thousand acronyms on the world wide web. You are in no need to use them, but incase that you encounter those netlingos; you already know that it means.